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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions

carry equal marks.

1. (a) Define the quality and various parameters

to measure the quality of a product. 7

8. (a) What are the advantages of using quality

function deployment ? What are some

key ingredients that are necessary for its

success ? 7

(b) Explain the cause and effect diagrams in

modern quality management techniques

in detail. 13
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(b) Explain with example the following

quality costing categories : 13

(i) Prevention costs

(ii) Appraisal costs

(iii) Internal failure costs

(iv) External failure costs.

2. (a) Discuss the importance of control charts

for (i) variable and (ii) attributes. 7

(b) Explain the difference between

specifications limits and control limits.

Is there a desired relationship between

the two ? 13

3. (a) Explain, why p- or c-chart is not

appropriate for highly conforming

processes. 7

(b) Discuss the appropriate setting for using

a modified control chart and an

acceptance control chart. 13

4. (a) What do you mean by acceptance

sampling ? Explain the basics of sampling

distribution. 7

(b) Describe the Binomial and Normal

distribution with their practical examples

in detail. 13

5. (a) Describe the barriers for the

implementation of TQM. 7

(b) What do you mean by Quality Gurus ?

Describe the Deming Quality Gurus

philosophy. 13

6. (a) Describe the use of the Pareto concept in

the selection of characteristics for control

chart. 7

(b) Discuss Taguchi's philosophy for quality

improvement. Discuss his loss function

and it contributions. 13

7. Explain the following :

(a) Lean Manufacturing

(b) Continuous Improvement Techniques

(c) Just-in-Time System

(d) Steps in Benchmarking Process. 20
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